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1 MESSAGES SHOULD BE OBJECTS TOO!
The hallmark of object-orientation is the use of objects to model a computation. If
something is interesting it should be modeled as an object (more properly a class or
prototype). Naïve models treat exceptions, transactions and bitblt as methods. However,
when one designs a real system, these objects are so interesting that they need to be
modeled as classes or class collaborations with many methods.
In this article we argue that the message-centric view deserves more attention. The
message-object perspective provides the natural dual to the more common object-method
perspective. We call this Message Oriented Programming (MoP).
Ideally, Messages should have first class status in the language as metaclasses.
However, one can apply MoP to design and implement using a generative approach as is
done with aspects.

2 MOTIVATION
We do not claim that the MoP idea is new, rather it is a useful metaphor for many
problems, which are thorny when viewed using popular object models. My first exposure
to viewing a computation from the message perspective came from the inspirational
paper on messages as active objects [1]. Wall showed that by using the message
perspective versus the traditional process perspective, it was much easier to describe and
reason about the correct behavior of many distributed algorithms. Over the years I have
come across many situations where the problem was more easily modeled from the
perspective of a message rather than an object.
Specifically, the following solutions can be viewed elegantly from the message
perspective: use case extensions [9]; capability and role based security [18, 20];
synchronization [6, 10]; optimization [14,15]; method combination [13,16]; active
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messages [11]; message patterns [7, 20]; composition filters [8] and multicast
communication [12], subject oriented programming [19]. In each of these situations it is
critical that the programmer be able to refine the message dispatch without violating the
encapsulation. Since this isn’t possible in current languages, solutions such as above
require either a new language or internal VM/compiler modifications or source code
changes to the sender/receiver methods. We conjecture that a language that supports first
class messages would provide a more elegant and trustworthy solution.

3 WHAT IS FIRST CLASS1 AND WHY DOES IT MATTER?
One of the major challenges in the design and implementation of a programming
language is the consistent definition and treatment of the major concepts in the language.
First class abstractions in a language are usually considered the mark of clean language
design. One can often notice the treatment of concepts as second class when there are lots
of restrictions on the definition of sub concepts or their use. A language concept is called
“first class”1 when it can be used freely in the programs in all contexts in which this
would be reasonable.
Functional languages, for example, are defined by their support for first class
functions. Thus in functional languages it is possible to write functions that create other
functions; functions can be assigned to variables; functions can be passed as parameters
to other functions and finally functions can return functions as results. Scheme [2] for
example, is a popular teaching language because it has first class functions and the static
scoping allows lexical closures to be used to model numerous other computational
mechanisms such as streams, objects etc.
Metaclasses support First Class Concepts
First class concepts typically are modeled in OO languages via metaclasses. In OO
languages such as CLOS and Smalltalk the programmer can introduce new concepts by
working with the classes that define the concepts in the language. Metaclasses are the
essential underpinnings for these languages. Class Class, for example, defines semantics
of class declaration and instantiation.
Meta modeling has been advocated as a vehicle for understanding advanced
computational concepts in languages using computational reflection. While first
considered purely academic and poorly understood by many, Meta modeling [4, 5] has
proven to be a powerful tool for modelers, language designers and implementers. Once
considered excess baggage by traditional language designers, metaclasses’ first class
status in C#, which supports compile-time reflection and Java reflection, was added to
support tools that need runtime introspection. More recently, Aspect oriented
1

Readers familiar with the concept of first class can skip this informal discussion that is provided for readers who are unfamiliar with
the concept, which is often only taught in the context of functional languages such as Scheme, ML or Haskell or languages with
metaclasses such as Smalltalk or CLOS.
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development AOSD [3] and UML MDA tooling is based on reflective and model driven
program generation.
Why Not Make Everything First Class?
While highly desirable, the treatment of all things as first class is often challenging both
in terms of a clean semantic account and a clean and efficient implementation. Meta
classes are typically implemented by run-time reflection. NeoClasstalk [5] provides one
of the cleanest reflective implementations that truly support meta programming. The
elegance of run-time reflection is very appealing but presents major implementation
challenges2 that will often be of limited use by the primary users of the language.
Most conventional implementations do not allow you to really tinker with all details
of the implementation. The limitations all have practical and rational justification that in
most cases is one of efficiency. Hence even most dynamic OO languages restrict what
can be done via metaclasses.
For example, although one can override method lookup by redefining the lookup
function in Common Lisp or use the doesNotUnderstand: hack in Smalltalk, both
practices are frowned upon because of performance and maintainability. Similarly, while
control structures can in principle can be defined as methods, in practice all
implementations treat ifTrue:ifFalse and whileTrue: as fixed and inline them.
Scheme has first class functions and second-class objects/methods (lexical closures trap
environments and functions) while Smalltalk has first class objects and second-class
functions (blocks) and methods.
Language Engineering
Sometimes a refinement of a powerful concept can meet the needs of the majority of
applications. For example, blocks in Smalltalk are not first class lexical closures and
exceptions have varied semantics in different dialects rather than being first class
continuations. The majority of blocks are used in simple control structures and callbacks
hence do not require binding the lexical scope beyond the enclosing method instance.
C# gets by without lexical closures through the concepts of delegates and iterators.
C# handles event callbacks with its delegates that are bound to an object instance versus a
lexical closure or block. C# iterators provide a language mechanism which is extensible
in that it provides a means for dealing with the common case of sequencing through a
collection of objects and applying a function to the contents of the collection. These
concepts cover the most common usage of lexical closures and hence merit special
treatment. The use of two more limited, clean concepts, even if they are more limited in
functionality, simplifies the language implementation. (Note - This is not to suggest that
we think the omission of first class closures from Smalltalk, the CLR or JVM is a good
idea!)
2

We conjecture that by using the dynamic optimization techniques available today and given the speed of current and
future processors, one could indeed build an efficient language that supports runtime reflection.
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Compile Time Reflection and Generative Programming
In cases where the language lacks reflective capabilities, a preprocessor or generator may
implement first class concepts. This is called generative programming or compile-time
reflection. Aspects [8] for example, are usually implemented by a tool called a weaver
that inserts the aspects into the source code of the application program. This creates a
transformed source program that then is compiled and executed.

4 TOWARDS MOP
Compile Time Message Tailoring
One very important use of compile time MOP is the ability to tailor a specific call site so
that the actual code compiled for that site is tailored. This allows the programmer to talk
to the compiler in an intimate way to allow, for example, more efficient code or foreign
calling sequences. I believe that the ability to treat a specific call site specifically first
appeared in an industrial research project called Intrigue at Xerox Parc. This project
explored reflection as means for tailoring C code generation for embedded devices.
In C#, metaclasses are used to provide information to language tools such as
browsers, debuggers, code generators etc. For example, meta information is used to
annotate a standard method call site causing it to be compiled as a SOAP message rather
than invoking the default C# method dispatch. Unfortunately, implementing such
optimizations must be done by customizing the JIT, so this approach is not for the faint at
heart.
Toward MoP
In object languages the user provides a declaration of the class and method signature.
Method dispatch is abstractly defined as: send(object,methodname,arguments),where message is seen as a data structure on the runtime stack. However, message
sending is magic, as it is performed using internal machinery hidden3 in the compiler or
virtual machine.
Unfortunately, few meta models reify messages as a concept in the meta model. To
support MoP we need to allow both the definition and evaluation of messages. We need
to
introduce
an
explicit
metaclass
Message
with
a
method:
send(sender,receiver,args). By default methods are created as instance of
StandardMessage whose send implements the standard OO dispatch. In MoP, messages
evaluation replaces method dispatch as the essential mechanism which can be abstractly
3

Technically CLOS provides the ability to override the method lookup function and Smalltalk developers have used
method wrappers or doesNotUnderstand to insert code into intervene in the method dispatch. Both of these techniques
however are outside the bounds of normal CLOS or Smalltalk programming and should only be used by experts, if at
all.
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defined as: send(message,sender,receiver,args), where the sending and
receiving objects are explicit parameters to the message evaluation in addition to the args.
Additional message types can be defined for things like security enforcement, unusual
inheritance, proxy, multicast etc.
While MoP has not been extensively explored, several researchers are working on
first class messages. Variations of the above approach have been explored in part in Coda
[10] and more recently in Pico [21] and Pic% [22] and Classtalk [5]. The Pico and Pic%
research has only recently come to my attention and is very interesting. Researchers in
subject oriented programming are investigating the use of first class messages in
component engineering in a project called Message Central [19].
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